
Ratio Green River, Utah, USA 

“An Intriguing Communication about a Dream”
A message from a Lawyer
 “From: website@andrewrogers.org
 Date: 14 June 2010 21:29:49 GMT+02:00
 To: rogersa
 Subject: Message from Website”
 “I represent a client with a 75 acre parcel near Green River, Utah, a scenic desert landscape in   
 east central Utah.   My client is possibly interested in a land art project on his property.  He is  
 88 years old and wants to leave a lasting mark of some kind.” 

I think this is one of the most unusual communications I have received in 21 years as a sculptor.  So 
unusual and intriguing it even crossed my mind that it may have been a friend enticing me.

However, a series of communications ensued over many months.  Further information was  
remarkable. Not only was the potential commissioner 88 years old, but he is a blind, retired school 
teacher.  He acquired the land for the sculpture park over 60 years ago through a fascination for  
railways.  As he constantly travelled on trains he liked to acquire land associated with this activity. 
He is not wealthy, but wanted to leave behind a legacy for the people.  Now he is selling pieces of land 
to realise his dream.
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long journey) Ratio, a spectacular structure, 13.5 meters high, was completed on an outcrop of land 
high above a major highway. 
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comment on the dangers of genetic engineering and playing with nature.

This structure has been built in an area famous for ancient fossils which I happen to be familiar with 
as I have some of these fossils hanging on my wall in my studio on the Mornington Peninsula outside 
Melbourne.

Not only have I been asked to create a series of sculptures to create this sculpture park, but a  
covenant has been put on the land specifying my exclusive right to create a remarkable collection of 
structures.
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to be created in this 75 acre expanse.

Andrew Rogers



Ratio Green River, Utah, USA 

The Golden Ratio

The Golden Ratio has been used in the creation of this form consisting of 53 stones, each stone  
measuring 1m x 1m x 2m and weighing approximately 6 tonnes.

Fibonacci was an Italian mathematician.  The Fibonacci sequence is generated by adding the  
previous two numbers together to form the next.   From this sequence derives the golden ratio –  
divide any number in the Fibonacci sequence by the one before it – for example 8 divided by 5, and 
the answer is always close to 1.610803.

 0         1         1         2         3         5         8         13  
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With shells, draw a rectangle in the proportion of the golden ratio. Then draw consecutively smaller 
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shell.

This effect is seen in architecture such as the Parthenon, the Acropolis, Egyptian Tombs;  
Le Corbusier also used it. In art we know Leonardo da Vinci, Dura, and Mondrian were also aware of 
Fibonacci.
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gold leaf on this giant stone structure.

December 2010

Andrew Rogers



Ratio Green River, Utah, USA 
Engineering Plans

Preliminary Artist’s Sketch

Location

The location is about 250 meters SW of the Green River Train Station, which Train Station is located 
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Rhythms of Life Land Art Project 

47 large scale stone structures/geoglyphs.
The creation has involved over 6,700 people ….
in 13 countries, across 7 continents ….
spanning a period of 13 years. 

These structures are in exotic disparate locations including deserts, fjords, gorges, national 
parks and altiplano. It is the largest contemporary land art undertaking in the world and 
spans the globe.

These connected drawings on the surface of the Earth refer to the physical building blocks of 
history and civilization, while addressing the interconnection of humanity throughout time 
and space.
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time. 

A purpose of the Rhythms of Life Land Art structures is to establish consecrated space. 
The structures denote the separation from the ordinary and provide contemplative settings.

It is a group of structures in time that weave together our conduct and thoughts with the 
environment. 

The process of building structures establishes communal distinctions and linkages. These 
-12%#1%2(-"(5'+2.("+"'4641(*"*(F5414$5"$)"^2%45-V"@,"1+C45."18("ruins into the domain of 

speculation. The ruins have been initiated with ceremonies and act as a catalyst for  
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boundaries between structure and environment, and exploring the search for heritage. 

This is an open ended conversation, which everyone is invited to take part.
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scale photographs.  Odysseys and Sitings (19982008) was curated by the critic Lilly Wei – 
writer for Art in America and Art News. 

The most recent exhibition of photographs, Time and Space, was held in California and  
)(+1%2(*"_="-&(#1+#%'+2"46+.(-"$)"18("[U"-12%#1%2(-")2$6"+''"X["-41(-:

Andrew Rogers

Bunjil, Victoria, Australia



Rhythms of Life Land Art Project 

The “Rhythms of Life” project has been the subject of 10 half hour documentaries currently 
showing on Discovery International television throughout Europe, on Ovation Television in 
18("7N!/"+5*"18("!MI"5(19$2C"45"!%-12+'+-4+:"<8("IMN"W(9-"N%5*+,"`$2545."+5*"OMN"
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recently showed a programme, “The Sculpture Park You Can See From Space”, a documentary 
on the Turkish segment of the project.

A large format book titled “Andrew Rogers Geoglyphs, Rhythms of Life”/"9418"$;(2"X/[YY" 
#$'$%2"46+.(-"&$212+,45."18("F2-1"X="-41(-"+2$%5*"18("9$2'*/"8+-"@((5"&%@'4-8(*"@,"I8+21+"
in Italy for international distribution. The book is authored by Eleanor Heartney, a Board 
member of the Art Critics Association of America, and writer for Art in America, ARTnews, 
and the Tate Gallery in London. 

The Turkish segment of the project, titled ‘Time and Space’ has resulted in the  

creation of the largest contemporary land art park in the world. Twelve major  
-12%#1%2(-:"<8("'45(-"$)"18(-("-12%#1%2(-"6(+-%2("+&&2$P46+1(',"U"C4'$6(12(-"0["64'(-]"45"
length and comprise more than 10,700 tons of stone. These structures are best viewed from 
above. The structures that lie furthest apart are separated by a distance of 2.5 kilometres 
(1.50 miles).

The Messenger, China



Rhythms of Life Land Art Project 

<8("[_18"-12%#1%2("45"Antarctica,"18("F5+'"'45C"45"18("#8+45"5$9"(P1(5*45."+#2$--"+''"-(;(5"
continents, was an ephemeral installation created on the ice on 20 November 2010.   
Environmental considerations are paramount and no foreign matter was introduced into the 
pristine environment, nor will there be any lasting impression on the surface.  This ‘moment 
45"146(A"8+-"@((5"#+&1%2(*"45"&8$1$.2+&8-:"
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wide, was completed in December 2010.  It is located on an outcrop of land high above a  
major highway in an area famous for ancient fossils.   The top of the sculpture is covered in 
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Andrew Rogers  Artist 
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innovative narrative is being realised in many commissions.
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intellectual conceptual thinking.
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creation of the largest contemporary land art project in the world.  Massive geoglyphs  
constructed in deserts, altiplano, fjords and gorges, and on mountain slopes, comprise the 
^D8,186-"$)"b4)(V"&2$J(#1"\"6(1+&8$2-")$2"18("(1(25+'"#,#'("$)"'4)(/".2$918/"+5*"+''"18(" 
attendant emotions that colour human existence.  They are optimistic symbols of life and 
regeneration – expressive and suggestive of human striving and introspection. 
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of history and civilization, while addressing the interconnection of humanity throughout time 
and space.
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The latest exploration is multidimensional; the forms can be seen as a group of  
G'$2+"KP(6&'+2-""0'+2.(/">:S"6(12("84.8".'$24$%-"3$9(2-]:""<41'(*"“From Optimism to Hope”, 
these forms are alternatively a multifaceted message about interpersonal social relationships 
and the future of the physical environment.

D$.(2-A"2(#(51"9$2C-"8+;("+'-$"(P&'$2(*"8%6+5"(6$14$5"+5*"+2("2(3(#1(*"45"18("'4.81/" 
3$+145./"$2.+54#")$26-:

^From Optimism to HopeV
Bronze, 2010

William Mora, Director, Mora Galleries



Andrew Rogers  The Renaissance Man 

Andrew Rogers has brought us from different places on earth and from different venues in 
life, to spend a charming weekend in Goreme and to celebrate with him and with Judy a 
6+.54F#(51"+#84(;(6(51"$)"84-";4-4$5"+5*"46+.45+14$5:"<8("#'46+P"$)"184-"#('(@2+14$5"1$$C"
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N&+#(V/"+5*"'4-1(545."1$"18("6%-4#"$)"18("E-1+5@%'"O84'8+26$54#"c2#8(-12+"+5*"1$"18("9$2*-"
of gratitude and appreciation from representatives of the local community and Turkish au
thorities. Sitting there, we were surrounded by 12 columns located on the circumference of 
an ellipse alluding to the elliptic trajectories of the planets moving around the sun. Andrew 
pointed out to us that the varying intervals between the columns form a Fibonacci sequence. 
c5"+5$18(2"84''/"+"-12((1"$)"#$'%65-"-%22$%5*(*"@,"+"2(#1+5.%'+2")2+6(")$26-"!5*2(9A-"^!"
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columns, from liberty to kindness, represent the aspiration of mankind for life of decency 
and tranquility. The ratio of the sides of the outer rectangle is the golden ratio, 1.61803.
Andrew is using in the ten geoglyphs which comprise the Land Park in Cappadocia, as he 
has done in his other artistic projects,  motives from ancient cultures, symbols related to 
'$#+'"12+*414$5-"+5*"6+18(6+14#+'"#$5#(&1-"$)"%54;(2-+'"-4.54F#+5#(:"N45#("+514H%41,"&($&'("
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.($6(12,"(51(2V"9+-"(5.2+;(*"$5"18("(512+5#("1$"O'+1$A-"!#+*(6,:

The two mathematical concepts which Andrew has used in his present work and mentioned 
in his verbal description, are the Golden Ratio and the Fibonacci Sequence. Let me tell you 
@24(3,"98+1"18(,"6(+5:"
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which is approximately 1.618. This number appears in numerous mathematical formulas 
and relations and has beautiful mathematical properties. The Greeks considered rectangular 
structures in which the ratio of length to width is close to this number as visually appealing, 
representing an aesthetic harmony. Apparently, the Acropolis, the Parthenon and the Great 
Pyramid in Egypt contain many proportions which are approximately equal to this number.
The golden ratio was rediscovered during the Renaissance period, particularly by the  
mathematician Luca Pacioli who referred to it as the divine ratio. An extensive body of  
'41(2+1%2("$5"18("+(-18(14#"-4.54F#+5#("$)"18("*4;45("2+14$"*(;('$&(*:"!-"+"2(-%'1/"+2#841(#1-/"
artists, book designers, and others have been encouraged to use the golden ratio in the  
dimensional relationships of their works. In modern times, Salvador Dali has used the  
golden ratio in the frame of his masterpiece The sacrament of the last Supper.

A closely related concept to the golden ratio is the notion of Fibonacci numbers or Fibonacci 
sequence. In 1202, a young man in Pisa, Leonardo the son of Bonacci, who was known as 
Fibonacci, published the Book of Calculations, which advocated the adoption of the  
presently used HinduArabic system of numbers. In that book he also posed and solved, a 
problem involving the growth of a population of rabbits. Suppose that you begin with one 
pair of rabbits, a male and a female. A pair of rabbits mates at the end of every month, and 
one month later the female gives birth to a new pair. Rabbits never die and a mating pair  
always produces one new pair (one male, one female) every month from the second month 
on. The question is how many pairs will there be at the beginning of each month? The  
+5-9(2"4-"18("-(H%(5#("X/"X/"=/">/"S/"Q/"X>/"=X/">[/"SS/"QT/e:"K;(2,"5%6@(2"45"184-"-(H%(5#("
is the sum of the two preceding numbers. This sequence was know and studied by Indian 
mathematicians already in the 6th century, was introduced to the West by Fibonacci and is 
therefore known as the Fibonacci sequence. 

Professor Hanoch Gutfreund



Andrew Rogers  The Renaissance Man 

As we move along the Fibonacci sequence, the ratio between two consecutive numbers  
approaches closer and closer to the golden ratio. The Swiss architect Le Courbousier, one of 
the pioneers of the modern international style, based his design on systems of harmony and 
proportion. He believed that the mathematical order of the universe is closely related to the 
.$'*(5"2+14$"+5*"18("G4@$5+##4"-(H%(5#(/"984#8"8("*(-#24@(*"+-"^28,186-"+&&+2(51"1$"18("
eye and clear in their relations with one another. These rhythms are at the very root of  
8%6+5"+#14;414(-:V 

Surprisingly, or for a good reason, the golden ratio and the Fibonacci sequence appear in 
numerous patterns in nature – in leaf arrangements in plants, in the spiral structure of the 
5+%14'%-"-5+4'/"45"18("3$2(1-"$)"+"3$9(2"+5*"45"18("+22+5.(6(51-"$)"@2+5#8(-"+'$5."18("-1(6-"
of plants. They seem to convey an underlying principle of growth patterns of single  
organisms and of entire populations. People referred to these two concepts with mystic  
admiration regarding them as representing a universal law of the striving for beauty and 
completeness in nature and art. 

I mentioned the Renaissance period. This term is used generally to refer to the cultural 
6$;(6(51"984#8"(;$';(*"45"K%2$&(/"&+214#%'+2',"45"E1+',/"@(19((5"18("X[18"+5*"XU18" 
century. It is marked by great intellectual transformations in the arts, in philosophy and 
in almost every aspect of human endeavor. It is perceived as the bridge between the Middle 
Ages and modern times. It produced such giants as Leonardo da Vinci whose creativity in 
the arts and engineering, and whose understanding in the sciences enriched mankind. 
<8("D(5+4--+5#("&(24$*"+'-$"&2$*%#(*"18("1(26"^D(5+4--+5#("6+5V/"%-(*"%514'"1$*+,:"!" 
renaissance man is a person who is well educated and excels in many things. A man who is 
451(2(-1(*"45"6$2("18+5"$5("F('*"$)"-1%*,/"4-")+64'4+2"+5*"+--$#4+1(-"9418"18("9$2'*-"$)"-#4
ence and humanities, and appreciates the material and spiritual aspects of human  
existence. 

I have known Andrew Rogers for a number of years and met him on many occasions. I met 
846"45"84-"@%-45(--"$)F#("45"`('@$%25("+5*"$5"18("#$5-12%#14$5"-41("$)"$5("$)"84-"-#%'&1%2(-"
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6+C("+5"46&+#1"+5"6+5A-"8+@41+1-"\"45"18("#414(-"+5*"45"$&(5"'+5*-#+&(-"\"#+22,45."+" 
message which transcends ethnic and cultural divisions.  

Tonight we are celebrating the completion of yet another chapter in the artistic odyssey of 
Andrew Rogers. At the same time we are also paying tribute to Andrew Rogers the  
Renaissance Man.

Professor Hanoch Gutfreund


